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Knee reconstruction - ET Post Op Recovery Strategy, Procedures and Results 
"So on Wednesday I ruptured my Patella Tendon.
A complete snap! Regarded usually as a young man’s injury, at 70 years
young, it was serious.  The injury was dramatic, but the reconstructive
operation was really traumatic. The orthopaedic surgery was done on the
Thursday. Back home on Friday. The first pics were taken on the
Saturday. You can see Haematoma, Oedema and massive Bruising.
See FULL Post Op Therapy using InfraBed and ENAR - Great Results! - PDF Report LINK

Knee reconstruction - Post Op Recovery Strategy and Procedures SEE FULL VIDEO

https://www.enlightenedtherapies.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Mr-Ks-Post-Op-Knee-Surgery-Recovery-Strategy-and-Report.pdf
https://vimeo.com/637894905
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* NOV Buy = ENAR pads and leads with InfraBed ENDO-Flexi Belt
Pad, NOV incl FREE express delivery - $ave $260 - Pay just $1240 

ENAR & INFRABED TREATMENT OF POST OP Knee Surgery - Amazing Results!
" To get good deep ENAR interactive neuro-stim around the surgery, we
started with extra-large adhesive electrode sticky pads, covering the knee
along both sides of the surgery scar. And then alternately we used the
InfraBed Flexi-Belt-Pad around the whole knee, for deep infrared
activation thermal therapy, and soon this two therapy approach got us
results, with quick reductions in the pain, tenderness and bruising.
 
After three days the more superficial problems abated, and we were
confronted by the deeper problems, from the surgery within the whole
leg, the knee, tendons, muscles, internal sutures and nerve trauma. 

In week one we made bigger improvements as we moved to using two
stainless steel Bell-Mushroom electrodes for deeper therapy. These
empower you to really work hands-on finding and treating key therapy
points and working across and through the knee and leg where the
reconstruction was done.
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" The InfraBed Flexi-Belt-Pad is very versatile. It delivers far infrared
thermal therapy on the body, activating better circulation, metabolism and
immune system response.  Large InfraBeds prompt full body
rejuvenation, detoxification and deep restful recovery.  I was happy to be
sleeping and recovering full time with the big King Single InfraBed and
Flexi-belt.
 
Two weeks after returning from hospital, working daily with ENAR and
InfraBed, we can see here some great results: No Pain medication was
used. Nerve numbness is reduced.  Oedema and swelling is almost gone.
Bruising is almost all gone and, leg Strength and Flexibility and Range of
Motion are much better. There’s no agenda to fully flex the knee at this
stage, as this, like all tendons, is structural, slow to rehabilitate and can
take weeks to build full range of motion and reliable strength.
 
My leg can now weight bear, heels can lift off and the knee is working
well. I am walking on the flat quite perfectly, however, very carefully with
steps and ramps.

Paul Keetley, Director, Enlightened Therapies
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SEE  ALL NEW - ENAR Summary Info Pages in A4 pdf - Get Yours
ENAR Order Form, 2021, Prices and Accessories - link HERE

* NOV Buy = ENAR system + ET heavy duty L Shape leads + 8 pair
sticky pads - Pay just $910, and receive FREE express delivery - $ave
$175

SEE  ALL NEW - InfraBed Summary Info Pages A4 pdf - Get Yours
INFRABED, 2021, Prices and INFRABED Features - link HERE

https://www.enar.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ENAR-Order-Form-Accessories-May-26-Office-.pdf
https://www.enar.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ENAR-Order-Form-Accessories-May-26-Office-.pdf
https://www.enlightenedtherapies.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Infrabed-Prices-and-Features-May-26.pdf
https://www.enlightenedtherapies.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Infrabed-Prices-and-Features-May-26.pdf
https://www.enlightenedtherapies.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Infrabed-Prices-and-Features-May-26.pdf
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* NOV BUY - INFRABED Medium Massage - FREE BIOBLANKET 
Pay $1360 - $ave $330 

InfraBed + BioBlanket. These two therapy devices were literally made for each other!
InfraBed's amethyst infrared subtle, sun-like warmth therapy deeply penetrates
most systems of the body, including circulation, metabolism, immune, digestion,

excretion and respiration. 

Naturopathic and Holistic Integral principles suggest 
core thermal activation is central to robust health.

Unique multilayered Energy BioBlanket
combines  EMF external deflection and protection together with 

internal Infrared and bioenergy reflection 
to generate a 'Cocoon' for reflex feedback effects that synergise 

with the body and InfraBed's  Far Infrared thermal therapy

BioBlanket ® features 2 different sides = (Yin Passive + Yang Active) and was
developed with 4 distinct overall Purposes :-

1  to help Protect the body by Deflecting away external energy influences

2  to help Balance the body’s multiple energies by establishing a Cocoon

3  to help Reflect back to the body its own energy output = BioFeedback

4  to help Raise Core Body Temperature and to Synergise with InfraBed®

https://www.enlightenedtherapies.com/brands/bioblanket/
https://wp.me/p2SHBZ-1f5
http://https//www.enar.com.au/products/energy-bioblanket/
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* NOV Buy = ET POST-OP PACK -  InfraBed Flexi-Belt-Pad + Bell-
Shaped Mushrooms & leads + Pair Extra Large sticky pads - 
Pay just $530, and receive FREE express delivery - $ave $130

Your ENAR & InfraBed FREE Training Support and Help-Line is Open
We promise to respond personally quickly,

within 24 hours in the working week.
1300 305 107    or    + 61 2 4268 2222

 "Helping Every Body Heal"

Enlightened Therapies Pty Ltd
ABN 96 099 251 117
30 Park Street  Coledale 

(PO Box 3130 Austinmer)

NSW 2515 Australia

Ph 1300 305 107

Ph +61 2 4268 2222

info@enlightenedtherapies.com

mailto:info@enlightenedtherapies.com
https://www.twitter.com/ENARTherapy/
http://enlightenedtherapies.com/

